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Abstract
We study a class of N = (1, 0) little string theories obtained from orbifolds of M-brane
configurations. These are realised in two different ways that are dual to each other:
either as M parallel M5-branes probing a transverse AN−1 singularity or N M5-branes
probing an AM−1 singularity. These backgrounds can further be dualised into toric,
non-compact Calabi-Yau threefolds XN,M which have double elliptic fibrations and thus
give a natural geometric description of T-duality of the little string theories. The little
string partition functions are captured by the topological string partition function of
XN,M . We analyse in detail the free energies ΣN,M associated with the latter in a
special region in the Ka¨hler moduli space of XN,M and discover a remarkable property:
in the Nekrasov-Shatashvili-limit, ΣN,M is identical to NM times Σ1,1. This entails
that the BPS degeneracies for any (N,M) can uniquely be reconstructed from the
(N,M) = (1, 1) configuration, a property we refer to as self-similarity. Moreover, as
Σ1,1 is known to display a number of recursive structures, BPS degeneracies of little
string configurations for arbitrary (N,M) as well acquire additional symmetries. These
symmetries suggest that in this special region the two little string theories described
above are self-dual under T-duality.
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1 Introduction
The recent study of BPS states in certain configurations of M-branes turned out to be very
fruitful and beneficial from a variety of perspectives. On the one hand, the discovery of very
rich and interesting structures shed new light on the inner workings of M-theory and its
basic building blocks. On the other hand, with the help of dualities, these new findings also
unravelled new structures and symmetries in related physical theories, for example super-
symmetric gauge theories and, most recently, little string theories from various viewpoints
[1–6] (see [7, 8] for reviews).
More concretely, in [9–12], a stack of N parallel M5-branes with M2-branes stretched
between them was studied. In [13], this setup was generalised to the point that a transverse
as well as a parallel direction to the M5-branes are compactified on S1τ × S1ρ (with radii τ
and ρ , respectively). The partition functions ZXN,1 of such setups that count BPS states
can be obtained efficiently through a dual description in terms of non-compact toric Calabi-
Yau manifolds XN,1, with the help of the (refined) topological vertex (see [14–16]). The
compactification of the M-brane setup is reflected in a double fibration structure of XN,1
with elliptic parameters (ρ, τ), respectively. As discussed in [13], ZXN,1 is related to the
partition functions of two different (but dual) supersymmetric gauge theories that can be
associated to the toric Calabi-Yau threefold XN,1. Here ZXN,1 is regularised by formulating
the theories on the Ω-background, parameterised by 1,2 ∈ R. Furthermore, these two theories
in turn can be understood as gauge theory descriptions of S1-compactifications of N = (1, 1)
type IIa and N = (2, 0) type IIb little string theory, respectively.
The high degree of symmetry of the M-brane configuration (and thus also of XN,1) is also
reflected in the corresponding partition functions. Notably, it was conjectured in [17] that the
exchange of the two elliptic parameters ρ ←→ τ in these configurations, corresponds to T-
duality from the point of view of the little string theories. This was shown in [13] by relating
the topological string partition functions of double elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds
to the partition functions of T-dual pairs of little string theories. In [17], the connection
between T-duality of little strings and double elliptic fibrations was discussed in generality
by classifying little string theories via geometric phases in F-theory. In the cases discussed
above, upon denoting the type IIa and IIb partition functions ZIIa and ZIIb respectively, the
connection to XN,1 suggests [18, 17, 13]
ZIIa(τ, ρ) = ZXN,1(τ, ρ) = ZIIb(ρ, τ) , (1.1)
thus making T-duality manifest. This conjecture is supported by the fact that the counting
of certain BPS states in the two dual theories (extracted from ZXN,1 in the form of the free
energy), indeed agrees [13] for specific M2-brane configurations.
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In this paper, we extend the analysis of these dualities to a class of little string theories
with N=(1,0) supersymmetry, which are obtained through an orbifold of the original brane
configuration that turns the transverse space into an ALEAM−1 space. These brane configura-
tions can again be dualised to a toric non-compact Calabi-Yau threefold denoted XN,M . This
possibility was first discussed in [10, 11] and the corresponding partition functions ZXN,M
computed using the (refined) topological vertex formalism. These configurations depend on
two sets of Ka¨hler parameters Ti=1,...,M and ta=1...,N . Physically, they correspond to the dis-
tances between the (stacks of) branes, since due to the orbifold it is now also possible to
separate the M2-branes (see [10]). Due to the compactification of the system on S1τ × S1ρ and
decoupling of gravity, these dynamical parameters are not all independent, but rather sum
up to τ and ρ respectively.
Motivated by the viewpoint of a sigma model description for the elliptic genus (see [19] for
a definition), we observe a number of remarkable properties of the partition function ZXN,M
as well as the associated free energy, ΣN,M = PlogZXN,M , when
T1 = T2 = . . . = TM = −2pii
M
τ and t1 = t2 = . . . = tN = −2pii
N
ρ , (1.2)
where all neighbouring branes are separated by an equal distance (notice, however, that we
still keep the finite parameters τ 6= ρ in general). At (1.2) and in the Nekrasov-Shatashvili
(NS) limit 2 → 0 (see [20, 21]), we observe1 that the free energies ΣN,M can uniquely be
reconstructed from the free energy Σ1,1
lim
2→0
2 ΣN,M(
ρ
N
, · · · , ρ
N
, τ
M
, · · · , τ
M
,m, 1,2) = NM lim
2→0
2 Σ1,1(
ρ
N
, τ
M
,m, 1,2) . (1.3)
We call this property of the free energies self-similarity. Moreover, the expansion of free
energies in terms of the Ka¨hler parameters shows numerous recursive structures, which are
generalisations of a particular Hecke-structure discovered for the case M = 1 in the decom-
pactification limit ρ → ∞ (which corresponds to the six-dimensional superconformal field
theory limit) in [12].
The region (1.2) in moduli space, while displaying a large enhancement of symmetry, is
also significant from other perspectives. As was discussed in [12] in the case M = 1, when
interpreting ΣN,M as counting degeneracies of monopole strings in five-dimensional super-
symmetric gauge theories, the moduli space of monopole strings simplifies for this particular
choice of moduli. Indeed, while in general very complicated, only at (1.2) the moduli space
factorises into a center-of-mass and a relative component. Thus, only in this case, the rel-
1We obtain this result by comparing the first terms in a Fourier expansion with respect to the remaining
physical parameters Qτ = e
2piiτ and Qρ = e
2piiρ and make a conjecture based on the emergent combinatoric
patterns.
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ative BPS excitations can be extracted. By S-duality of the brane configuration, a similar
argument can also be applied for the cases M 6= 1. Furthermore, as discussed in [12], the
modular properties of the single-particle free energies ΣN,M in the NS limit 2 → 0 are also
better behaved at (1.2).
From the viewpoint of little string theories, the observations made above have far reaching
and interesting consequences. Firstly, by construction, Σ1,1 is symmetric under the exchange
between ρ and τ , so this means that also ΣN,M for arbitraryN,M acquires the same symmetry
at (1.2) in the NS limit. This means that a class of N = (1, 0) little string theories, those
obtained by orbifolding the transverse space to type IIA or type IIB five-branes, are self-dual
(i.e. invariant) under T-duality. Secondly, the fact that the free energy ΣN,M can uniquely
be reconstructed from Σ1,1 indicates that the theory with arbitrary N,M contains no new
degrees of freedom besides (bound states of) the little strings. Finally, the emergent recursive
structures indicate that the combinatorics that count the multiplicities of these bound states
is simple and follows directly from geometric rules.
This paper is organised as follows: In section 2 we discuss a class of little string theories
with N = (1, 0) supersymmetry that are constructed as M5-branes probing orbifold back-
grounds. In section 3 we consider two dual descriptions of these theories: on the one hand
side in terms of webs of M5-branes with stacks of M2-branes stretched in between them and
on the other hand side in terms of a particular class of toric, non-compact Calabi-Yau three-
folds XN,M . We also review the BPS partition functions ZXN,M of these theories, which were
first obtained in [11]. In section 4 we consider the partition function from the point of view
of a sigma model description. The latter provides strong hints that ZXN,M factorises in the
NS-limit, which indicates that the associated free energy has very interesting symmetries at
(1.2). In section 5 we consider ZXN,M explicitly at (1.2) and discuss the properties mentioned
above. Section 6 contains our conclusions, while several technical points (in particular the
Fourier expansions of several BPS free energies) are related to appendix A.
2 Little String Theories
In this section, we discuss different realisations of certain classes ofN = (1, 0) supersymmetric
little string theories (LSTs): either as configurations of branes in type II string theories and
M-theory or in F-theory using elliptic Calabi-Yau threefolds.
2.1 N = (2, 0) and (1, 1) Little String Theories
There are two classes of maximally supersymmetric little string theories: a nonchiral IIa
LST with N = (1, 1) supersymmetry and a chiral IIb LST with N = (2, 0) supersymmetry.
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Physically, starting from type II string theory, they are defined by taking the decoupling limit
gst → 0 while keeping `st = fixed , (2.1)
where gst is the string coupling constant and `st is the string length.
In this, each of the two LSTs can be realised as the decoupling limit of two different
setups: either of configurations of branes or geometrically of suitable orbifold backgrounds,
specifically:2
• IIa LST of AN−1 type:
LSTs with N = (1, 1) supersymmetry can be described as the decoupling limit (2.1) of
either a stack of N NS5-branes in type IIB string theory with transverse space R4, or
of type IIA string theory in an AN−1 (orbifold) background.
• IIb LST of AN−1 type:
LSTs with N = (2, 0) supersymmetry can be described as the decoupling limit (2.1) of
either a stack of N NS5-branes in type IIA string theory with transverse space R4, or
of type IIB string theory in an AN−1 (orbifold) background.
The realisation of the IIb LST stemming from N NS5-branes in type IIA string theory also has
a description in M-theory as a decoupling limit of a system of multiple coincident M5-branes
where a transverse direction is compactified on S1 (with radius R). Indeed, dimensional
reduction on this transverse circle relates M-theory to type IIA string theory such that the
decoupling limit is
gst =
R
`st
7→ 0 , `3p = R `2st 7→ 0 , `2st =
`3p
R
= fixed , (2.2)
where `p is the Planck gravity length. Here, we are taking the Planck length to zero while
keeping the string length finite to get the little string theories. Taking subsequently the string
length to zero, we would obtain six-dimensional field theories. 3
BPS excitations in this system are given by M2-branes that end on the M5-branes and
wrap the transverse circle. In the decoupling limit (2.2), the tension of the strings (called M-
strings in [9]) corresponding to the intersection of the M2-branes with the M5-branes remains
2In this paper we only focus on LSTs of type A. However, it is possible to generalise the group AN−1 to
DN or E6, E7, E8.
3Had we taken the string length to zero first while keeping the Planck length finite, we would get su-
pergravity coupled to five branes. Taking subsequently the Planck length to zero, we would again obtain
six-dimensional field theories. Note that gravity is outright decoupled at taking the first limit in the former
case, viz. the little string theories.
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fixed
RTM2 =
1
`2st
= fixed . (2.3)
In order to count BPS excitations, captured by the elliptic genus of the M-string world-sheet
theory [9, 11], the latter is compactified on T2 and various twists are introduced which act
as regularisation.4 Moreover, they break the world-sheet supersymmetry from N = (4, 4) to
(0, 2). Since the details of this brane setup are important for the remainder of this paper, we
review them in detail in the following.
2.2 M-brane Configurations
We consider M-theory on R5,1 × S1 × R4⊥ whose coordinates are denoted by xI with I =
0, 1, 2, . . . , 10. The M5-branes and the M2-branes are oriented according to the following
table
x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10
M5-branes = = = = = =
M2-branes = = =
(2.4)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
R5,1
︸︷︷︸
S1R6
︸ ︷︷ ︸
R4⊥
Here, the N M5-branes are separated along the compact direction x6 as shown in Fig. 1,
while the M2-branes are stretched in between them. The M-string world-sheet theory, which
extends along the directions (x0, x1) (i.e. the intersection between the M5- and the M2-
branes), preserves N = (4, 4) supersymmetry (see [9]).
X6
Figure 1: M5 branes separated along x6.
Next, we compactify the directions (x0, x1) on T2 = S1R0 × S1R1 and define the complex
4As we mention below, the M-string world-sheet theory flows to a N = (0, 2) sigma model with non-
compact target space in the infrared. The twists act as regularisation parameters which allow us to define a
finite (equivariantly regularised) elliptic genus.
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coordinates
(z1, z2) = (x2 + ix3, x4 + ix5) , and (w1, w2) = (x7 + ix8, x9 + ix10) . (2.5)
Furthermore, we introduce the following twists
• Ω-deformation
Upon going around the circle S1R0 we twist by a U(1)× U(1) action
U(1)1 × U(1)2 : (z1, z2)→ (e2pii1z1, e2pii2z2)
(w1, w2)→ (e−ipi(1+2)w1, e−ipi(1+2)w2) . (2.6)
This deformation corresponds to the Ω-background [22–24].5
• mass deformation
Upon going around the circle S1R1 we twist by a U(1) action
U(1)m : (w1, w2)→ (e2piimw1, e−2piimw2) , (2.7)
Here, m and 1,2 are deformation parameters. These deformations break the world-sheet
supersymmetry to N = (0, 2). In the infrared this world-sheet theory becomes a sigma
model with target space:
Hilbk1 [C2]× Hilbk2 [C2]× · · · × HilbkN [C2] , (2.8)
for ka M2-branes stretched between the a-th and a + 1-th M5-brane. The corresponding
partition functions were studied in [9–11].
2.3 N = (1, 0) Little String Theories from Branes on Orbifolds
In this paper we study a class of LSTs with N = (1, 0) supersymmetry that combine features
of the brane and the geometric descriptions of the N = (2, 0) and (1, 1) little string theories
[36] discussed in section 2.1. Specifically, these LSTs are obtained as the decoupling limit
(2.1) of configurations of N five-branes in type II string theory in the presence of an AM−1
(orbifold) background. Depending on the details there are two different theories:
• ZN orbifold of the IIa LST of AM−1 type
5Different realisations of the latter in string theory have been proposed in recent years [25–29]. In particu-
lar, a description in terms of the string world-sheet, whose starting point are physical scattering amplitudes,
was proposed in [30–34]. The connection to topological gravity has been developed in [35].
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This LST is obtained as the decoupling limit of M five-branes in type IIB string theory
with transverse space R4⊥/ZN
• ZM orbifold of the IIb LST of AN−1 type
This LST is obtained as the decoupling limit of N five-branes in type IIA string theory
with transverse space R4⊥/ZM
The ZM orbifold of the IIb LST has an alternative description as a decoupling limit of a
system of multiple M5-branes probing a transverse asymptotically locally Euclidean (ALE)
space of AM−1 type (i.e. a ZM orbifold). Generalising the discussion of the un-orbifolded
parent theory in section 2.2, we consider N M5-branes on
S1R0 × S1R1 × R4|| × S1R6 × ALEAM−1 , (2.9)
which are separated along S1R6 (see Fig. 1) and with M2-branes stretched between them. The
precise setup is given in the following table
x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10
M5-branes = = = = = =
M2-branes = = =
(2.10)
︸︷︷︸
S1R0
︸︷︷︸
S1R1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
R4||
︸︷︷︸
S1R6
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ALEAM−1
The configuration is also depicted in Fig. 2. Here, the orthogonal ALE space is defined as
× ×
1 2 · · · (N − 1) N
T2(R0, R1) R4‖ × S1(R6) ALEAM−1
Figure 2: The M-brane configuration for orbifolded little string theories.
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an orbifold of R4⊥, specifically
ALEAM−1 := R
4
⊥/ZM , with ZM =
{(
e
2pii n
M 0
0 e−
2pii n
M
)
, n = 0, · · · ,M − 1
}
, (2.11)
where ZM acts on the complex coordinates (w1, w2) as defined in (2.5). The M5-branes are
transverse to the ALEAM−1 space and are located at the singularity of the orbifold.
As mentioned in section 2.2, in the un-orbifolded case (i.e. for M = 1), the M-string
world-sheet theory preserves N = (0, 2) supersymmetry. The supercharges transform in the
representation (1,1,1,2)− 1
2
of Spin(4)‖×Spin(4)⊥×Spin(1, 1), which is the bosonic part of
the superconformal group (see [9] for further details). Furthermore, the orbifold (2.11) only
acts on the SU(2)L subgroup of Spin(4)⊥ = SU(2)L×SU(2)R. The supercharges are singlets
under the SU(2)L, so they are preserved by the orbifold action. Thus, even after orbifolding,
the world-sheet theory still preserves (0, 2) supersymmetry and flows to a N = (0, 2) sigma
model in the infrared, whose target space is6
MN,k1 ×MN,k2 × · · · ×MN,kM , (2.12)
for ka M2-branes stretched between the a-th and a+1-th M5-brane. Here, MN,k is the moduli
space for U(N) instantons of charge k.
In order to define the BPS counting functions for the M-string theory, we need to introduce
the Ω- and mass-deformations as in section 2.2. As discussed in [10], these deformations can
also be introduced when R4⊥ is replaced by ALEAM−1 . Indeed, geometrically, the latter can
be understood as an S1 fibration over R3 and has two isometries associated with the fiber
and the base, respectively,
U(1)F : (w1, w2) → (e+2piiµw1, e−2piiµw2) ,
U(1)B : (w1, w2) → (e+2piiνw1, e+2piiνw2) . (2.13)
Here, (w1, w2) have been introduced in (2.5) and µ and ν are arbitrary real parameters. These
isometries allow us to introduce the Ω- and mass deformations in the same manner as in (2.6)
and (2.7), respectively.
2.4 Little String Theories from F-Theory
In this section we recapitulate briefly the construction of little string theories from F-theory
involving elliptic Calabi-Yau threefolds [37, 38]. For a more detailed discussion, including a
6We will discuss this sigma model in further detail in section 4.
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classification of little string theories from F-theory, see [17].
As we discussed in section 2.1, the (2, 0) little string theories of A type are realized in
type IIB by compactification on an AN−1 orbifold. We can resolve the singularities of this
space by replacing them with N P1’s. However, in order to have a compact moduli space,
the size of the latter should not be arbitrary: indeed, one possibility is to consider an affine
orbifold, i.e. an elliptic fibration with a singular fiber of type IN−1 [39], which we will denote
by ALEÂN−1 . In this case, the size of the elliptic fiber sets the scale for the size of the resolved
cycles. Each cycle in the resolution corresponds to a linear combination of roots of the ÂN−1
algebra. The elliptic fiber corresponds to the imaginary root
δ = α1 + α2 + · · ·+ αN (2.14)
where αi are the real simple roots of ÂN−1. Translated to the Ka¨hler parameters, we get
ρ = t1 + t2 + · · ·+ tN , (2.15)
where ρ is the Ka¨hler parameter of the elliptic curve and ti are the Ka¨hler parameters of the
N P1’s. In the lift to F-theory, the compactification space becomes T2 fibered over ALEÂN−1 .
This space has T2 × T2 fibration over the complex plane, where one of the elliptic fibrations
is a singular fiber of type IN−1.
Generalising this description of the (2, 0) little strings in terms of Calabi-Yau threefolds
with a double elliptic fibration, we can consider an elliptic Calabi-Yau threefold in which one
elliptic fibration develops a singularity of type IN−1 and the other develops a singularity of
type IM−1. This more general situation corresponds to a class of N = (1, 0) little string the-
ories [36] that can be constructed from type IIB string theory by introducing M NS5-branes
transverse to ALEÂN−1 . These Calabi-Yau threefolds are toric and have dual web diagrams
which were studied in [11]. Using the topological vertex formalism, the corresponding refined
topological string partition functions and their modular properties were studied in [11, 13].
If we take the singular fibers of either of the two elliptic fibrations to be the base, then
the total space is either an ALEÂN−1 space fibered over a circular chain of M P
1’s or as an
ALEÂM−1 space fibered over a circular chain of N P
1’s. These two descriptions, studied in
[13], correspond to two different gauge theories and can be understood in terms of fiber-base
duality.
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3 Brane Webs and Topological Amplitudes
3.1 From Little Strings to Topological Strings
In the last section, we have seen that little strings in orbifold backgrounds are dual to Calabi-
Yau threefolds with a double elliptic fibration structure [17]. For A-type orbifolds, the corre-
sponding Calabi-Yau threefolds are dual to type IIB (N,M)-brane webs [40] as well. We can
calculate the little string partition function from the topological string partition function of
this Calabi-Yau threefold, as to be discussed in detail in this section.
We denote by XN,M the Calabi-Yau threefolds dual to the (N,M)-brane web shown in
Fig. 3. The XN,M are double elliptic fibrations over a non-compact base and can also be
thought of as resolutions of ZN ×ZM orbifolds of X1,1. At the boundary of Ka¨hler parameter
space, X1,1 becomes the resolved conifold, whose orbifolds were also studied previously (see,
for instance, [41]).
We write the refined topological string partition function of XN,M as
ZXN,M (τ, ρ, t1, . . . , tN−1, T1, . . . , TM−1,m, 1,2) . (3.1)
The function ZXN,M depends on the parameters of the brane web, which are the Ka¨hler
parameters of XN,M . The number of parameters in the most generic case can be counted
from Fig. 3, as discussed in [9]. Here, we review this counting for completeness: If the web in
Fig. 3 is not compactified (both horizontally and vertically), there are (N−1) parameters from
the separation between the vertical NS5-branes and (M − 1) parameters from the separation
between the horizontal D5-branes. Since these N NS5-branes and M D5-branes intersect at
M N points in the (x5, x6)-plane, which can be resolved independently, we have a total of
M N +(N−1)+(M−1) moduli. Upon compactification of the web in the vertical direction,
the separation between neighbouring vertical branes at the bottom of the diagram must be
the same as the separation between neighbouring vertical branes at the top. For example,
using the notation of Fig. 3, the separation between the two red lines labelled by |1 and |2
must be the same at the bottom and the top of the web. This places (N − 1) constraints
and therefore the number of moduli is M N + (M − 1) + 1, where we have included one more
moduli which is the radius τ of the circle of compactification. Upon compactifying also the
horizontal direction we have similar constraints for the horizontal branes, e.g. the separation
between the green lines marked as ||1 and ||2 in Fig. 3 must be the same on the left and the
right side of the web. This places additional (M − 1) constraints such that the total number
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Figure 3: The (N,M)-brane web diagram. It is also the toric diagram of the Calabi-Yau
threefold XN,M . The length of the blue lines represents the mass-deformation m, which is
considered to be the same throughout the whole diagram.
of moduli is
M N︸ ︷︷ ︸
intersections
+ (N − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ta
+ (N − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ti
− (M − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
horizontal constraint
− (N − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
vertical constraint
+ 2︸︷︷︸
τ,ρ
= M N + 2 (3.2)
where we added a further modulus corresponding to the radius of the horizontal circle ρ.
In this paper (for the partition function (3.1)) we are not considering the most general
case: for simplicity, we choose to resolve the intersection points by associating the same
parameter m with each of them. Thus, we have only 1 rather than M N moduli coming
from the resolution of the intersections. In this case, however, the constraints coming from
the compactification on S1R1 × S1R6 , as described above, are automatically satisfied since by
construction the separation between the branes is the same on either side. Therefore, the
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total number of moduli is:
1︸︷︷︸
m
+ (M − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ta
+ (N − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ti
+ 2︸︷︷︸
τ,ρ
= M +N + 1 . (3.3)
Explicitly, apart from m, the remaining M +N parameters can be chosen to be
Ti = bi+1 − bi , ∀i = 1, . . . ,M ,
ta = aa+1 − aa , ∀a = 1, . . . , N , (3.4)
where aa and bi are the positions of the five-branes on the circles S1R1 × S1R6 , along the x1
and x6 directions respectively. We can also introduce the quantities τ and ρ through
τ =
i
2pi
(T1 + T2 + · · ·+ TM) , ρ = i
2pi
(t1 + t2 + · · ·+ tN) , (3.5)
which are the Ka¨hler parameters associated with the two elliptic fibers of XN,M . In the
explicit form of (3.1) these variables will appear in the following combinations
Qi = e
−Ti , ∀i = 1, . . . ,M ,
Qa = e
−ta , ∀a = 1, . . . , N ,
Qab = QaQa+1 . . . Qb−1 , 1 ≤ a < b ≤ N , (3.6)
as well as
Qτ = e
2piiτ , Qρ = e
2piiρ . (3.7)
In order to save writing we introduce the following notation for the collection of all parameters
T = (T1, T2 . . . , TM) , and t = (t1, t2, . . . , tN) . (3.8)
The refined topological string partition function ZXN,M for the class of Calabi-Yau threefolds
XN,M was calculated in [11] using the refined topological vertex and we refer the reader to
that paper for more details. Depending on the choice of the preferred direction of the vertex
– vertical or horizontal – it is given by two different looking (yet equivalent) expressions.
3.2 Topological String Partition Function
In this section we discuss in detail the partition function ZXN,M (computed with the help
of the refined topological vertex) and the two equivalent forms in which it can be written
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depending on the choice of the preferred direction of the vertex.
Explicitly, the partition function ZXN,M takes the following form [11]:
ZXN,M (τ, ρ, t1, . . . , tN−1, T1, . . . , TM−1,m, 1,2) = WN(∅)M
∑
α
(i)
a
Q
∑
a |α(M)a |
τ
(
M∏
i=1
Q
∑
a
(∣∣∣α(i)a ∣∣∣−∣∣∣α(M)a ∣∣∣)
i
)
×
M∏
i=1
N∏
a=1
ϑ
α
(i+1)
a α
(i)
a
(Qm; ρ)
ϑ
α
(i)
a α
(i)
a
(
√
t/q; ρ)
∏
1≤a<b≤N
M∏
i=1
ϑ
α
(i)
a α
(i+1)
b
(QabQ
−1
m ; ρ)ϑα(i+1)a α(i)b
(QabQm; ρ)
ϑ
α
(i)
a α
(i)
b
(Qab
√
t/q; ρ)ϑ
α
(i)
a α
(i)
b
(Qab
√
q/t; ρ)
,
(3.9)
with
WN(∅; t1, . . . , tN ,m, 1,2) = lim
τ→i∞
ZXN,1(τ, ρ, t1, · · · , tN−1,m, 1,2)
=
1∏∞
n=1(1−Qnρ)
∏
i,j,k
N∏
a,b=1
1−Qk−1ρ Qa,a+bQ−1m ti−
1
2 qj−
1
2
1−Qk−1ρ Qa,a+b ti−1qj
1−Qk−1ρ Qa,a+b−1Qm ti−
1
2 qj−
1
2
1−Qk−1ρ Qa,a+b tiqj−1
.
(3.10)
The summation in (3.9) is over NM independent integer partitions α
(i)
a and for a specific
α
(i)
a = (α
(i)
a,1, α
(i)
a,2, . . . , α
(i)
a,`) of length `, we have introduced
|α(i)a | =
∑`
n=1
α(i)a,n . (3.11)
Furthermore, given two integer partitions µ and ν, we have used the following definitions in
(3.9)
ϑµν(x; ρ) :=
∏
(i,j)∈µ
ϑ
(
x−1 q−µi+j−
1
2 t−ν
t
j+i−
1
2 ; ρ
) ∏
(i,j)∈ν
ϑ
(
x−1 qνi−j+
1
2 tµ
t
j−i+
1
2 ; ρ
)
, (3.12)
where (for x = e2piiz)
ϑ(x; ρ) :=
(
x
1
2 − x− 12
) ∞∏
k=1
(1− xQkρ)(1− x−1Qkρ) =
i θ1(ρ, x)
Q
1/8
ρ
∏∞
k=1(1−Qkρ)
. (3.13)
The spin content of the BPS states is encoded in the free energy and using the plethystic
logarithm of the refined partition function we can obtain the BPS counting function for the
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single particle states:
ΣN,M(t,T,m, 1,2) = PlogZXN,M (τ, ρ, t1, . . . , tN−1, T1, . . . , TM−1,m, 1,2)
=
∞∑
k=1
µ(k)
k
logZXN,M (kτ, kρ, k t1, . . . , k tN−1, k T1, . . . , k TM−1, k m, k1,2) ,
where µ(k) is the Mo¨bius function. We can write ΣN,M as the following power series in Qi
ΣN,M(t,T,m, 1,2) =
∞∑
k1,...,kM=0
Q
k1
1 . . . Q
kM
M Σ
(k1,...,kM )
N,M (t,m, 1,2)
=
∞∑
r1,...,rN=0
Qr11 . . . Q
rN
N G
(r1,...,rN )
N,M (T,m, 1,2) . (3.14)
Following the notation of [13], we will refer to the expansion in terms of Qi (with free energies
Σ
({ki})
N,M ) as vertical and the expansion in terms of Qa (with free energies G
({ra})
N,M ) as horizontal.
As mentioned above, this notation refers to the preferred direction of the (refined) topological
vertex when computing the topological string partition function.7
While the free energies ΣN,M are in general rather complicated, in the following we will
be interested in the limit8
Q1 = Q2 = . . . = QN = Q
1
N
ρ and Q1 = Q2 = . . . = QM = Q
1
M
τ . (3.15)
as well as the NS-limit 2 → 0. In order to describe the latter, we introduce9
Σ˜
(K)
N,M(t,m, 1) = lim2→0
2
∑
{ki},
∑
ki=K
Σ
(k1,...,kM )
N,M (t,m, 1,2) , (3.16)
where the sum is over all configurations (k1, . . . , kM) such that
∑M
i=1 ki = K ∈ N. In this
way we have
lim
2→0
2ΣN,M
(
ρ
N
, . . . , ρ
N
, τ
M
, . . . , τ
M
,m, 1,2
)
=
∞∑
K=0
Q
K
M
τ Σ˜
(K)
N,M
(
ρ
N
,m, 1
)
, (3.17)
=
∞∑
R=0
Q
R
N
ρ G˜
(R)
N,M
(
τ
M
,m, 1
)
.
7We note that in [13] the vertical and horizontal partition function have been normalised in slightly
different ways. Here we keep the normalisation of both expansions to be the same.
8In (3.15) we consider τ and ρ as fixed (albeit arbitrary) parameters. It is therefore that we refer to (3.15)
as a ’point’ in the moduli space.
9As a function of the -deformations ΣN,M (t,T,m, 1,2) diverges as
1
12
in the limit 1,2 7→ 0. This
explains the additional factor of 2 in (3.16).
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where by abuse of notation we have written Σ˜
(K)
N,M
(
ρ
N
,m, 1
)
= Σ˜
(K)
N,M
(
ρ
N
, . . . , ρ
N
,m, 1
)
as
well as G˜
(R)
N,M
(
τ
M
,m, 1
)
= G˜
(R)
N,M
(
τ
M
, . . . , τ
M
,m, 1
)
.
3.3 Little String Partition Function and T-Duality
As we have mentioned in section 2.4, the orbifold backgrounds of the little strings discussed
in section 2.3 are related to the toric, non-compact Calabi-Yau threefolds through a chain
of dualities. Therefore, also the BPS degeneracies of the little strings can be extracted from
the topological string on XN,M . Specifically, the partition function of the ZM orbifold of the
type IIa LST on AN−1 (denoted as Z
(N,M)
IIa in the following) and the partition function of the
ZN orbifold of the IIb LST on AM−1 (denoted as Z(M,N)IIb in the following) can be expressed
in terms of ZXN,M introduced in (3.9) in the following manner
Z
(N,M)
IIa (T, t,m, 1,2) = ZXN,M (τ, ρ, t1, . . . , tN−1, T1, . . . , TM−1,m, 1,2) , (3.18)
Z
(M,N)
IIb (T, t,m, 1,2) = ZXM,N (ρ, τ, T1, . . . , TM−1, t1, . . . , tN−1,m, 1,2) . (3.19)
For ZIIa, the first set of arguments T denotes the Ka¨hler parameters of the ZM orbifold while
the second set of arguments t denotes separations of NS5-branes. For ZIIb, the first set of
arguments T denotes separations of NS5-branes while the second set of arguments t denotes
the Ka¨hler parameters of the ZN orbifold. From the perspective of the little string worldsheet
theory, the Ka¨hler parameters T and t are fugacities corresponding to fractional momenta
and windings, respectively. Therefore, T-duality of this class of little string theories [4] can
be stated in the following manner
Z
(N,M)
IIa (T, t,m, 1,2) = Z
(N,M)
IIb (t,T,m, 1,2) , (3.20)
which is indeed a symmetry of the topological partition function ZXN,M following from the
double elliptic fibration structure of XN,M .
4 Nekrasov-Shatashvili Limit and Sigma Model
In this section we study the partition function (3.9) from the point of view of a sigma model.
As we shall encounter, the NS limit suggests that there is a relation between the partition
functions for generic (N,M) and the particular case (N,M) = (1, 1).
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4.1 M-string Partition Function from the Sigma-Model Viewpoint
Before studying the NS-limit, we first review the computation of ZN,M defined in (3.9) from
the sigma model perspective. We will first focus on the case M = 1 and discuss generic M
in section 4.3.
In [9] it was shown that the non-compact10 M-strings partition function of the (N, 1) case
can be obtained from the elliptic genus of a (0, 2) sigma model whose target space is the
product of Hilbert schemes of C2. In [11] the general case (N,M) was studied and it was
shown that its partition function can be obtained from the elliptic genus of a (0, 2) sigma
model whose target space is the product of instanton moduli spaces.
Recall that the (0,2) supersymmetric sigma model is described by a collection of scalar
fields φi and φ¯i¯ on the worldsheet Σ which are local coordinates on the target space Mtarget
together with fermions which are section of various bundles on Mtarget:
λa ∈ Γ(Φ?V ⊗ S+) , λa ∈ Γ(Φ?V ? ⊗ S+) (4.1)
ψi ∈ Γ(Φ?TM ⊗ S−) , ψ¯i¯ ∈ Γ(Φ?TM ⊗ S−) . (4.2)
Here TM/TM are holomorphic/anti-holomorphic tangent bundles, S± are the spin bundles
on Σ, Φ : Σ 7→ Mtarget is the map from the worldsheet to target space and V is an arbitrary
complex vector bundle of rank r on Mtarget. To describe fermionic fields these bundles have
first been pulled back by Φ? and tensored with spinor bundles S± of positive and negative
chirality on Σ. The Lagrangian of the (0, 2) supersymmetric non-linear sigma model reads:
L = gij¯∂0φi∂0φ¯j¯ − gij¯∂1φi∂1φ¯j¯ + igij¯ψ¯j¯−(D0 +D1)ψi + iλa(D0 −D1)λa
+ F abij¯λaλ
bψiψ¯j¯
(4.3)
where the covariant derivatives acting on ψi and λa have the following form:
Dµψ
i = ∂µψ
i + ∂µφ
jΓi jkψ
k
Dµλ
a = ∂µλ
a + ∂µφ
iAabiλ
b
(4.4)
This Lagrangian has two U(1) symmetries — a left-moving flavour symmetry and a right-
moving R-symmetry. We denote the conserved charge corresponding to left-moving (right-
moving) U(1) symmetry by JL(JR). Then the elliptic genus of the (0, 2) non-linear sigma
model is defined as the following trace over the Ramond-Ramond sector of sigma model
spectrum:
Z(τ, z) = TrRR(−1)FyJLQHLτ Q¯HRτ (4.5)
10In the following we mean by non-compact the limit in which the x6 direction becomes non-compact, i.e.
the limit ρ→ i∞.
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where (−1)F = eipi(JL−JR), Qτ = e2piiτ and y = e2piiz.
The relevant information in order to compute these elliptic genera is the holomorphic
bundle V on the respective target space Mtarget, to which the left-moving fermions couple.
Assuming that the rank of V is the same as the rank of the tangent bundle (rank(V ) =
rank(TM)), the computation of the trace in Eq.(4.5) using the localization principle in the
path integral formalism gives the following expression for the elliptic genus:
ZMtarget(τ, z) =
∫
Mmod
rank(TM)∏
i=1
xi ϑ(τ, x˜i + z)
ϑ(τ, xi)
, (4.6)
where ϑ is defined in (3.13) and we explain below how to perform the integral for the moduli
spaces mentioned above. Furthermore, xi and x˜i are the Chern-roots of the tangent bundle
TM and V respectively, which parameterise the Chern classes as follows
c(TM) =
rank(TM)∏
i=1
(1 + xi) , and c(V ) =
rank(V )∏
i=1
(1 + x˜i) . (4.7)
The bundle V was worked out explicitly in [11] for generic (N,M) and we review the salient
features in the following:
To this end, we first recall some facts about the relevant target space, the instanton
moduli spaces: We denote by MN,k the U(N) instanton moduli space of charge k. It is well
known that it has complex dimension 2Nk and is given by a hyperka¨hler quotient [42, 43]
MN,k = MN,k/U(k) , (4.8)
where
MN,k = {(B1, B2, i, j) | [B1, B2] + ij = 0 , [B1, B†1] + [B2, B†2]− ii† − jj† = ζId} . (4.9)
Here, B1,2 ∈ End(Ck), i ∈ Hom(Ck,CN) and j ∈ Hom(CN ,Ck). The U(k) action is defined
as
g(B1, B2, i, j) 7→ (gB1g−1, gB2g−1, gi, jg−1). (4.10)
Furthermore, there is a U(1)N × U(1)1 × U(1)2 action on MN,k, defined as:
(B1, B2, i, j) 7→ (ei1B1, ei2B2, i e−1, e j) , with e = diag(e1, e2, . . . , eN) . (4.11)
As was shown in [42], the fixed points of this action are in one-to-one correspondence with
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N -tuples of integer partitions (ν1, . . . , νN) which satisfy the condition
|ν1|+ . . . |νN | = k , (4.12)
where for any of the integer partitions νa = (νa,1, . . . , νa,`a) of length `a we have used the
notation
|νa| :=
`a∑
n=1
νa,n . (4.13)
The strategy advocated in [9, 11] to compute the elliptic genus is to calculate the integral over
the target space in (4.6) equivariantly, by writing it as a sum over the fixed points defined
through (4.12). It was furthermore shown that the arguments of the ϑ-functions in (4.6) can
be rewritten in terms of the weights (denoted wa in the following) of the bundle V (and TM
respectively) at the fixed point (ν1, ν2, . . . , νN) under the action (4.11).
At a fixed point labelled by (ν1, ν2, . . . , νN), the weights wa of the above U(1)
N+2 action
on the tangent bundle are
∑
a
ew(TM)a =
N∑
a,b=1
ebe
−1
a
 ∑
(i,j)∈νa
q−(ν
t
b,j−i)t−(νa,i−j+1) +
∑
(i,j)∈νb
qν
t
a,j−i+1tνb,i−j
 . (4.14)
Here, a given partition νa is represented by its Young diagram and (i, j) refer to the coordi-
nates of the boxes in that diagram.
As we mentioned before the (N, 1) case corresponds to the target space which is the
product of N copies of the Hilbert scheme of points
Hilb•[C2]× Hilb•[C2]× · · · × Hilb•[C2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−copies
. (4.15)
From Eq.(4.14), it follows that the weights of the tangent bundle in the NS-limit in this case
are given by:
lim
t7→1
∑
a
ew(TM)a =
N∑
a=1
 ∑
(i,j)∈νa
q−(νa,i−j+1) +
∑
(i,j)∈νa
qνa,i−j
 . (4.16)
The bundle V on the above product which couple to the left moving fermions was studied in
[11] and can be described as follows. Let Iνa be the fixed point corresponding to the partition
νa. It is a monomial ideal and the fiber of the bundle V over the fixed point labelled by
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(Iν1 , Iν2 , · · · , IνN ) is given by [11]
N⊕
a=1
Ext1
(
Ia, Ia+1
)
⊗ L− 12 , (4.17)
where L is a trivial line bundle. The weights of the bundle V are given by
∑
a
ew(V )a =
N∑
a=1
Qm
 ∑
(i,j)∈νa
tν
t
j,a+1−i+ 12 qνi,a−j+
1
2 +
∑
(i,j)∈νa+1
t−ν
t
j,a+i− 12 q−νi,a+1+j−
1
2
 . (4.18)
4.2 NS-Limit and Free Energies
In the NS limit the weights (4.18) become
lim
t7→1
∑
a
ew(V )a =
N∑
a=1
Qm
 ∑
(i,j)∈νa
qνi,a−j+
1
2 +
∑
(i,j)∈νa+1
q−νi,a+1+j−
1
2
 . (4.19)
From eq.(4.16) and eq.(4.19), we see that the weights of the tangent bundle and the weights
of V are related to each other in the NS-limit:
lim
t7→1
∑
a
ew(V )a = lim
t7→1
Qm
√
q
t
∑
a
ew(TM)a , (4.20)
i.e. they become the same up to an over all factor. This suggests that in this limit the (0, 2)
sigma model becomes a (2, 2) sigma model. Furthermore, since in this limit the target space
of the (2, 2) model is the product of N copies of the Hilbert scheme of points, the partition
function, appropriately defined, becomes factorized. In fact, it is simply given by the (2, 2)
sigma model whose target space is the Hilbert scheme of points, which is precisely the (1, 1)
case.
However, in the NS-limit (4.19), certain weights w(V )a vanish, which leads to a divergence
of the partition function, which needs to be regularised in a suitable manner. For this, several
possibilities exist:
• One possibility, advocated in [44], is to focus on the coefficients of particular powers
of Qa in an expansion of ZXN,1 , which are finite in the NS-limit. The former can be
extracted with the help of suitable contour integrations.
• Another possible option is to regularise the sum over (boxes in specific) partitions νa
in the definition of ZXN,1 in such a way to exclude the vanishing weights w(V )a. While
in itself a very interesting possibility, it is not a priori clear that this prescription will
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give rise to a partition function that respects all symmetries of the brane configuration
(e.g. modularity).
• A third possibility, advocated in our previous works [12, 13], is to consider the free
energy rather than the full partition function. Indeed, in the NS limit, the free energy
has a pole of order 1 in 2, whose residue can be used as a definition of the free energy
in the NS-limit (see eq. (3.16)).
In the following we will consider the last option for the regularisation. In the partition
function each factor coming from the k-th copy of the Hilbert scheme is weighted with the
factor Qk. However, when looking at the free energy, different contributions from the various
Hilbert schemes are mixed together and are weighed with different factors. Therefore, in
order to get a relation with the (1, 1) case we need to weigh them equally and in a uniform
manner which requires taking Q1 = Q2 = · · · = QN .11
4.3 Generalisation to the General Case (N,M)
The above discussion was focused on the case M = 1. Here, we generalise the arguments to
the case of generic M . Indeed, for an (N,M) web diagram the corresponding sigma model
target space is the product of instanton moduli spaces
MM,k1 ×MM,k2 × · · · ×MM,kN . (4.21)
The weights of the tangent bundle and the bundle V , to which left moving fermions couple,
are given by
∑
a
ew(TM)a =
N∑
n=1
M∑
a,b=1
ebe
−1
a
 ∑
(i,j)∈ν(n)a
t−ν
t,(n)
b,j +i q−ν
(n)
a,i +j−1 +
∑
(i,j)∈ν(n)b
tν
t,(n)
a,j −i+1 qν
(n)
b,i −j
 ,
∑
a
ew(V )a =
N∑
n=1
M∑
a,b=1
Qmebe
−1
a
 ∑
(i,j)∈ν(n)a
t−ν
t,(n+1)
b,j +i− 12 q−ν
(n)
a,i +j− 12 +
∑
(i,j)∈ν(n+1)b
tν
t,(n)
a,j −i+ 12 qν
(n+1)
b,i −j+ 12

(4.22)
11In section 4.4 we will discuss further reasons why this particular point of the moduli space is interesting
from a physics point of view.
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In the NS limit these weights simplify:
lim
t7→1
∑
a
ew(TM)a =
N∑
n=1
M∑
a,b=1
ebe
−1
a
 ∑
(i,j)∈ν(n)a
q−ν
(n)
a,i +j−1 +
∑
(i,j)∈ν(n)b
qν
(n)
b,i −j

lim
t7→1
∑
a
ew(V )a =
N∑
n=1
M∑
a,b=1
Qmebe
−1
a
 ∑
(i,j)∈ν(n)a
q−ν
(n)
a,i +j− 12 +
∑
(i,j)∈ν(n+1)b
qν
(n+1)
b,i −j+ 12
 . (4.23)
Using the cyclicity of the partitions ν(M+1) = ν(1) we see from the above equation that:
lim
t7→1
∑
a
ew(V )a = lim
t7→1
Qm
√
q
t
∑
a
ew(T )a . (4.24)
As in the case of M = 1, the weights of the bundle V and the weights of the tangent bundle are
identical up to an overall factor. As explained above, this again suggests a relation between
the free energies for generic M,N and the particular case M = N = 1 at the particular point
(3.15).
4.4 NS-limit and Point of Enhanced Symmetry
Before finishing this section and before studying the free energies explicitly in detail, we first
would like to reinforce the argument that the point (3.15) together with the NS-limit is of
particular physical interest.
We begin by discussing the physical significance of the NS-limit 2 → 0. Recall that the
free energy for any toric Calabi-Yau threefold can be written in terms of degeneracies of
BPS states, the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants, which are M2-branes wrapping the holomorphic
cycles of the Calabi-Yau threefold [45, 46, 15],
FX(ω, 1, 2) = −
∑
β∈H2(X,Z)
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∑
jL,jR
e−n
∫
β ωN jL,jRβ (−1)2jL+2jRTrjLen jL,3−TrjRen jR,3+
(e
n
2
1 − e−n2 1)(en2 2 − e−n2 2) ,
(4.25)
where N jL,jRβ are the number of BPS states with charge β ∈ H2(X,Z) in the representation
(jL, jR) of SU(2)L×SU(2)R (the little group) and ± = 1±22 . The NS limit of the free energy
is given by
FNSX = lim
2 7→0
2FX(ω, 1, 2) = −
∑
β∈H2(X,Z)
∞∑
n=1
1
n2
∑
j
e−n
∫
β ω njβ(−1)2jTrjen j3
1
2
(en
1
2 − e−n 12 ) (4.26)
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where
njβ =
∑
jL,jR
N jL,jRβ N
j
jL jR
. (4.27)
In the above expression N jjL jR are the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients. Furthermore, n
j
β is the
number of particles with spin j with respect to the diagonal SU(2) ⊂ SU(2)L× SU(2)R and
charge β. Thus, in the NS-limit 2 → 0 the coefficients njβ count the number of states with
charge β and physical spin j.
In the same way as the NS-limit, also the point (3.15) in moduli space is of particular
interest from the point of view of counting BPS states. To understand this, we recall a
number of hints, which we have found in previous work [12, 13] for all cases with M = 1 (in
the limit where the direction x6 is non-compact), that the point
t1 = t2 = . . . = tN−1 , (4.28)
has interesting symmetries:
• The NS-limit of the free energies
F
(r1,...,rN−1)
NS (τ,m, 1) = lim2→0
2 F˜
(r1,...,rN−1)(τ,m, 1, 2) , (4.29)
can be interpreted as counting BPS excitations of monopole-strings with magnetic
charges (r1, . . . , rN−1) in five dimensions. The moduli space of BPS excitations that
additionally also carry electric charges, is very complicated and in general does not
factorise into a center of mass and a relative contribution. In fact, as explained in [12],
only for (4.28), such a factorisation is possible. Therefore, only with this specific choice,
the F
(r1,...,rN−1)
NS have an interpretation in terms of elliptic genera of the relative moduli
space of magnetic monopole strings.
• In [12] we have seen that particular linear combinations12, called T (R), of the (non-
compact) free energies F
(r1,...,rN−1)
NS (τ,m, 1) have very particular symmetry properties:
Indeed, the combination T (R), for R ∈ N, can be completely reconstructed from T (1)
with the help of a particular combination of Hecke operators. However, such linear
combinations of free energies are physically only meaningful at the particular point
(4.28) in the moduli space.
12They will be discussed in detail in section 5.1.1.
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• Even in the limit 1 → 0, the functions
f
(r1,...,rN−1)
0 (τ,m) = lim
1→0
1 F
(r1,...,rN−1)
NS (τ,m, 1) (4.30)
do not quite transform as Jacobi forms under SL(2,Z) transformations.13 However, as
discussed in [12], for given R ∈ N, the unique combination
T
(R)
0 (τ,m) =
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
f
(r1,...,rN−1)
0 (τ,m) , (4.31)
is a holomorphic Jacobi form of weight −2 and index R. However, again, from a
physical point of view, forming combinations of different free energies as in (4.31) is
only meaningful for the choice (4.28).
We expect, upon generalising (4.28) to (3.15), to find similar symmetry properties also for
the (compact) free energies with (N,M) ≥ (1, 1). As already alluded to earlier in section 3,
for the particular choice (3.15), the free energies become much simpler, and as anticipated
in the previous sections, can in fact be fully reconstructed from the case M = 1 = N . In the
following we will present computational evidence, that this is indeed the case.
5 Relation between the Cases (N,M) and (1, 1)
In this section we study the BPS free energies at the particular point (3.15) in the moduli
space in the NS limit. We establish relations between the configurations with M 6= 1 6= N
and M = 1 = N .
5.1 Horizontal Description: Case (N, 1) and Non-Compact Limit
In analysing the partition function at the particular point (3.15), we first begin with the
horizontal description and consider the particular case M = 1. As we shall see, configurations
with generic N can be uniquely recovered from the case M = 1 = N . Furthermore, the
horizontal approach allows us to make contact to the non-compact free energies and some
of the results found in [12]. We will consider the general case M 6= 1 6= N in the following
section 5.2, using the vertical description.
13They are quasi-modular, i.e. they can be made into modular forms, at the expense of not being holo-
morphic anymore.
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5.1.1 Non-Compact Free Energies
We begin by introducing some notation for the non-compact free energies, which were studied
in great detail in [13]. Specifically, we introduce the following notation for the NS-limit (for
generic N and M = 1)
F
(r1,...,rN−1)
NS (τ,m, 1) = lim2→0
2F˜
(r1,...,rN−1)(τ,m, 1, 2) , (5.1)
where F˜ (r1,...,rN−1)(τ,m, 1, 2) are the non-compact free energies defined as in [12]. We can
further expand in 1 with the coefficients defined in the following manner
F
(r1,...,rN−1)
NS (τ,m, 1) =
∞∑
n=0
2n−11 f
(r1,...,rN−1)
n (τ,m) . (5.2)
Explicit expressions for the first few coefficients are compiled in appendix A.2. With the help
of the free energies (5.2) we construct the combinations (see [12])
T (R)(τ,m, 1) =
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
F
(r1,...,rN−1)
NS (τ,m, 1) , (5.3)
where the sum is over all configurations ({ra}) = (r1, . . . , rN−1) with the property
∑N−1
a=1 ra =
R. Specifically, for the first few values of R
T (1)(τ,m, 1) = F
(1)
NS ,
T (2)(τ,m, 1) = F
(2)
NS + F
(1,1)
NS ,
T (3)(τ,m, 1) = F
(3)
NS + 2F
(2,1)
NS + F
(1,1,1)
NS ,
T (4)(τ,m, 1) = F
(4)
NS + 2F
(3,1)
NS + F
(2,2)
NS + 2F
(2,1,1)
NS + F
(1,2,1)
NS + F
(1,1,1,1)
NS , (5.4)
where we have used the identity
F
(r1,...,rN−1)
NS (τ,m, 1) = F
(rN−1,...,r1)
NS (τ,m, 1) . (5.5)
For each T (R)(τ,m, 1) we also define an expansion in powers of 1
T (R)(τ,m, 1) =
∞∑
n=0
2n−11 t
(R)
n (τ,m) . (5.6)
For completeness, we have given explicit Fourier expansions of the first coefficients in ap-
pendix A.2. The coefficient t
(R)
0 (τ,m) is a holomorphic Jacobi form of weight −2 and index
R.
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5.1.2 Connection to Non-Compact Free Energies – Specific Examples
The T (K) introduced in (5.3) are in fact related to the compact free energies G
({ra})
N,1 at the
particular point (3.15) in moduli space. To understand this, we define
G
(R)
N,1(τ,m, t1, . . . , tN , 1) = lim2→0
2
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
Qr11 . . . Q
rN
N G
(r1,...,rN )
N,1 (τ,m, 1, 2) , ∀R > 0 ,
(5.7)
and evaluate this function at the particular point (3.15) for specific values of N and R. We
begin by studying a few simple cases: For N = 1 we have for the first few values of R
G
(1)
1,1 = lim
2→0
2QρG
(1)(τ,m, 1, 2) = Qρ F
(1)
NS = Qρ T
(1) ,
G
(2)
1,1 = lim
2→0
2Q
2
ρG
(2)(τ,m, 1, 2) = Q
2
ρ
[
F
(2)
NS + F
(1,1)
NS
]
= Q2ρ T
(2) ,
G
(3)
1,1 = lim
2→0
2Q
3
ρG
(3)(τ,m, 1, 2) = Q
3
ρ
[
F
(3)
NS + 2F
(2,1)
NS + F
(1,1,1)
NS
]
= Q3ρ T
(3) , (5.8)
which generalises to
G
(R)
1,1 = lim
2→0
2Q
R
ρ G
(R)(τ,m, 1, 2) = Q
R
ρ
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
F
({ra})
NS = Q
R
ρ T
(R) , R ∈ N (5.9)
where we used the conjecture in eq. (4.17) of [12] (supported by an extensive list of explicit
checks in appendix A.2 therein) that express the compact free energies as unique linear
combinations of their non-compact counterparts.
For N = 2 we have for the first few values of R
G
(1)
2,1 = lim
2→0
2Q
1
2
ρ
[
G(1,0) +G(0,1)
]
= 2Q
1
2
ρ F
(1)
NS = 2Q
1
2
ρ T
(1) ,
G
(2)
2,1 = lim
2→0
2Qρ
[
G(2,0) +G(0,2) +G(1,1)
]
= Qρ
[
2F
(2)
NS + 2F
(1,1)
NS
]
= 2Qρ T
(2) ,
G
(3)
2,1 = lim
2→0
2Q
3
2
ρ
[
G(3,0) +G(0,3) +G(2,1) +G(1,2)
]
= Q
3
2
ρ
[
2F
(3)
NS + 4F
(2,1)
NS + 2F
(1,1,1)
NS
]
= 2Q
3
2
ρ T
(3) ,
G
(4)
2,1 = lim
2→0
2Q
2
ρ
[
G(4,0) +G(0,4) +G(3,1) +G(1,3) +G(2,2)
]
= Q2ρ
[
2F
(4)
NS + 2(2F
(2,1,1)
NS + 2F
(3,1)
NS ) + 2F
(1,1,1,1)
NS + 2F
(1,2,1)
NS + 2F
(2,2)
NS
]
= 2Q2ρ T
(4) ,
(5.10)
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For N = 3 we have for the first few values of R
G
(1)
3,1 = lim
2→0
2Q
1
3
ρ
[
G(1,0,0) +G(0,1,0) +G(0,0,1)
]
= 3Q
1
3
ρ F
(1)
NS = 3Q
1
3
ρ T
(1) ,
G
(2)
3,1 = lim
2→0
2Q
2
3
ρ
[
3G(2,0,0) + 3G(1,1,0)
]
= 3Q
2
3
ρ
[
F
(2)
NS + F
(1,1)
NS
]
= 3Q
2
3
ρ T
(2) ,
G
(3)
3,1 = lim
2→0
2Qρ
[
3G(3,0,0) + 3G(2,1,0) + 3G(1,2,0) +G(1,1,1)
]
= 3Qρ
[
F
(3)
NS + 2F
(2,1)
NS + F
(1,1,1)
NS
]
= 3Qρ T
(3) . (5.11)
This pattern suggests the general relation14
G
(R)
N,1(τ,m, 1) = N Q
R
N
ρ T
(R)(τ,m, 1) = N G
(R)
1,1 (τ,m, 1) . (5.12)
This relation allows us to write the free energy (in the NS-limit) at the point (3.15) in the
following manner
lim
2→0
2GN,1(τ,m,
ρ
N
, . . . , ρ
N
, 1, 2) = N W∅∅(τ,m, 1,2) +
∞∑
R=1
G
(R)
N,1(τ,m,
ρ
N
, 2)
= N W∅∅(τ,m, 1,2) +N
∞∑
R=1
G
(R)
1,1 (τ,m,
ρ
N
, 2)
= N lim
2→0
2G1,1(τ,m,
ρ
N
, 1, 2) , (5.13)
which means that the free energy for a generic configuration (N, 1) can uniquely be expressed
in terms of G1,1 in the NS-limit. We shall refer to this property as the self-similarity of the
free energies.
5.1.3 Connection to Non-Compact Free Energies – Generic Case (N, 1)
To show that the relation (5.12) is indeed true for generic N,R ∈ N, it is convenient to
distinguish three separate cases: R < N , R = N and finally R > N.
• case R < N
For generic R,N ∈ N, with the restriction R < N we have
G
(R)
N,1 = lim2→0
2Q
R
N
ρ
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
[
G({ra},
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0) +G(0,{ra},
N−`−1︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0) + . . .+G(
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0,{ra})
+G(r`,
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0,r1,...,r`−1) +G(r`−1,r`,
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0,r1,...,r`−2) + . . .+G(r2,...,r`,
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0,r1)
]
14Indeed, in the next subsubsection, by using a conjectured relation [12] between the compact and non-
compact free energies, we will show that (5.12) holds for generic R,N ∈ N.
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= N Q
R
N
ρ
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
F
({ra})
NS = N Q
R
N
ρ T
(R) , (5.14)
where the summation is over all configurations15 {ra} = {r1, r2, . . . , r`} with
∑`
a=1 = R
such that ra 6= 0 (∀a = 1, . . . , `). Notice that, because of R < N , we have `({ra}) < N .
• case R = N
The previous case can be generalised to include R = N ∈ N
G
(N)
N,1 = lim2→0
2Qρ
{ ∑
{ra},
∑
ra=N
{ra}6=(1,...,1)
[
G({ra},
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0) +G(0,{ra},
N−`−1︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0) + . . .+G(
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0,{ra})
+G(r`,
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0,r1,...,r`−1) +G(r`−1,r`,
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0,r1,...,r`−2) + . . .+G(r2,...,r`,
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0,r1)
]
+
+G(
N︷︸︸︷
1,. . . ,1)
}
= N Qρ
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=N
{ra}6=(1,...,1)
F
({ra})
NS +N F
(
N︷︸︸︷
1,. . . ,1)
NS = N Qρ
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=N
F
({ra})
NS = N Qρ T
(N) ,
(5.15)
where the summation in the first line excludes (1, . . . , 1), such that it only contains
configurations with `({ra}) < N . Finally, in the last line, we have used the result of
[12]
lim
2→0
2G
(
N︷︸︸︷
1,. . . ,1) = N F
(
N︷︸︸︷
1,. . . ,1)
NS . (5.16)
• case R > N
The case R > N is slightly more involved and requires to distinguish different contri-
butions
G
(R)
N,1 = lim2→0
2Q
R
N
ρ
{ ∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
`({ra})<N
[
G({ra},
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0) +G(0,{ra},
N−`−1︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0) + . . .+G(
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0,{ra})
+G(r`,
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0,r1,...,r`−1) +G(r`−1,r`,
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0,r1,...,r`−2) + . . .+G(r2,...,r`,
N−`︷︸︸︷
0,. . . ,0,r1)
]
+
15Notice that implicitly ` = `({ra}), i.e. the length may be different for each {ra}. However, in order to
avoid a cluttering of the equation, we do not display the argument in the following if there is no danger of
confusion.
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∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
`({ra})=N
G({ra})
}
. (5.17)
Indeed, the first term contains the contribution of all configuration of length `({ra}) <
N , while the second term those with length `({ra}) = N . The former contribution can
be treated in the same manner as in the previous two cases, while for the latter we use
the conjectured relation to the non-compact free energies in [12]
G
(R)
N,1 = Q
R
N
ρ
[
N
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
`({ra})<N
F
({ra})
NS +
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
`({ra})=N
d({ra})
∑
{mI},
∑
mI=R
a({mI}) F
({mI})
NS
]
,
(5.18)
where the coefficients a({mI}) and d({ra}) were conjectured in [12] to be
d({ra}) =

n = `
m
if ({ra}) = ({rb}m, . . . , {rb}m︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
)
1 else
(5.19)
a({mI}) =
{
1 if ra =
∑∞
r=0mI+r` (a = 1, · · · , `)
0 else
. (5.20)
Since the second term in (5.18) is a finite linear combination of F
({mI})
NS with configura-
tions {mI} of length `({mI}) ≥ N , we can rewrite it in the following form∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
`({ra})=N
d({ra})
∑
{mI},
∑
mI=R
a({mI}) F
({mI})
NS =
∑
{mI},
∑
mI=R
`({mI})≥N
c({mI}) F
({mI})
NS , (5.21)
for some integer coefficients c({mI}) ∈ N, which are to be determined. To this end, for
a given {mI} with
∑
mI = R and `({mI}) ≥ N we define the sequence of integers
{sa({mI})} = (s1, s2, . . . , sN) , (5.22)
with
s1 = m1 +mN+1 + . . . , s2 = m2 +mN+2 + . . . , . . . sN = mN +m2N + . . . .
(5.23)
Following the intuitive description of [12], {sa(mI)} corresponds to the sequence {mI}
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’wrapped’ on a circle of circumference N .16 With this definition, for a fixed {mI}, the
coefficient c({mI}) in (5.21) can be written as
c({mI}) =
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
`({ra})=N
f({ra}),({mI}) d({ra}) , (5.24)
where we introduced
f({ra}),({mI}) =
{
1 if {ra} is a cyclic permutation of {sa({mI})}
0 else
. (5.25)
Since the sum in (5.24) is only over distinct configurations and d({ra}) is independent
of the cyclic ordering of {ra}, we have
c({mI}) = d({sa}({mI}))
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
`({ra})=N
f({ra}),({mI}) = d({sa}({mI}))
N
d({sa}({mI}))
= N . (5.26)
Here we have used that for a configuration of the form (with {rb} a configuration of
length m ≤ N with N
m
= n ∈ N, as in (5.19))
{ra} = ({rb}m, . . . , {rb}m︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
) , (5.27)
there are only
m =
N
n
=
N
d({ra})
, (5.28)
distinct configurations contributing in the sum in (5.24). Thus, we have∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
`({ra})=N
d({ra})
∑
{mI},
∑
mI=R
a({mI}) F
({mI})
NS = N
∑
{mI},
∑
mI=R
`({mI})≥N
F
({mI})
NS , (5.29)
which inserted into (5.18) yields
G
(R)
N,1 = Q
R
N
ρ
[
N
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
`({ra})<N
F
({ra})
NS +N
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
`({ra})≥N
F
({ra})
NS
]
= N Q
R
N
ρ
∑
{ra},
∑
ra=R
F
({ra})
NS
= N Q
R
N
ρ T
(R) . (5.30)
16For example, for N = 4 and a configuration m = (1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3), we have s(m) = (2, 4, 4, 1).
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Combining all three cases, we find indeed (5.12) when using the conjectures of [12].
5.1.4 Hecke Structure
Besides (5.12), we have in fact seen in the previous section that the free energies are related to
T (R)(τ,m, 1). these quantities have already been studied in [12], where it was established that
the t
(R)
0 (τ,m) for R > 1 are related to t
(1)
0 (τ,m) through Hecke transformations, specifically
t
(R)
0 (τ,m) =
∑
a|R
µ(a)
a3
TR
a
(
t
(1)
0 (aτ, am)
)
, (5.31)
where µ is the Mo¨bius function and the Rth Hecke operator acts in the following manner on
a Jacobi form φ(τ,m) of weight w and index r
TR (φ(τ,m)) = Rw−1
∑
ad=R
b mod d
d−w φ
(
aτ + b
d
, am
)
. (5.32)
Formulated in a manner that allows comparison to (5.50), the result (5.31) can also be stated
as follows: Upon writing t
(1)
0 (τ,m) as a Fourier series
t
(1)
0 (τ,m) =
∞∑
n=0
∑
`∈Z
c(n, `)Qnτ Q
`
m , (5.33)
with coefficients c(n, `) ∈ R, the Fourier series for t(R)0 (τ,m) (with R generic) is given by
t
(R)
0 (τ,m) =
∞∑
n=0
∑
`∈Z
c(nR, `)Qnτ Q
`
m . (5.34)
In fact, based on explicitly checking the first few values of K and N (using the explicit
expressions for f
({ki})
n given in appendix A.2), we conjecture that the same Hecke structure
holds for arbitrary powers in 1, i.e. the Fourier expansion of t
(R)
r (τ,m) (with r ∈ N) is given
by
t(R)r (τ,m) =
∞∑
n=0
∑
`∈Z
cr(nR, `)Q
n
τ Q
`
m , (5.35)
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with c0(n, `) = c(n, `). This follows from the fact that:
ΣNS1,1(ρ, τ,m, 1) = lim
2→0
2 Σ1,1(ρ, τ,m, 1,2) =
∞∑
R=0
QRρ G˜
(R)
1,1 (τ,m, 1) =
∞∑
R=0
QRρ T
(R)(τ,m, 1) .
(5.36)
The above relation has a geometric interpretation. Recall that for (N,M) = (1, 1) the brane
configuration is a single M5-brane wrapped on a circle with a transverse direction also com-
pactified to a circle. The 5D theory is N = 1 U(1) due to mass deformation. The instanton
partition function of this theory is given by an equivariant index, the elliptic genus on the
instanton moduli space which for this case is the Hilbert scheme of points on C2. This
brane configuration and the corresponding theory have various dual incarnations which are
described in Fig. 4.
Hilb•[C2]
Calabi-Yau ThreefoldX1,1
(2, 2) Sigma Model
M5-brane wrapped
on a genus two curveM5-brane wrapped on
a circle with transverse
direction also compact
Figure 4: Various dual description of the configuration (N,M) = (1, 1).
The partition function in terms of the elliptic genus of the Hilbert scheme of points is given
by,
ZX1,1 = W1(∅; ρ,m, 1,2)
∑
k≥0
Qkτ χell
(
Hilbk[C2]
)
. (5.37)
Where W1(∅; ρ,m, 1,2) is given by (3.10). For the case of Hilbert scheme of points (or
symmetric products) it is known that the above partition function can be written entirely in
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terms of the elliptic genus of C2 [47, 48],
ZX1,1 = W1(∅; ρ,m, 1,2)
∑
k≥0
Qkτ χell
(
Hilbk[C2]
)
, (5.38)
=
∏
n,k,`,r,s
(
1−QnρQkτQ`mqrts
)C(nk,`,r,s)
,
where C(n, `, r, s) are the Fourier coefficients in the expansion of the elliptic genus of C2,
χell(C2) =
∑
n,`,r,s
C(n, `, r, s)QnρQ
`
mq
rts . (5.39)
The single particle free energy is then given by
ΣNS1,1(ρ, τ,m, 1) = lim
2→0
2 Plog
∏
n,k,`,r,s
(
1−QnρQkτQ`mqrts
)C(nk,`,r,s)
. (5.40)
Since C(nk, `, r, s) depends only on the product nk, the specific form of (5.40) is compatible
with the structure of (5.35).
5.2 Vertical Description
In this section we consider the general case M 6= 1 6= N using the vertical description, for
which the notation is summarised in section 3.2. Since for the choice (3.15), the free energies
only depend on one Ka¨hler parameter, it is more appropriate to re-organise the Fourier
expansion of the free energies (3.16) in the following manner
Σ˜
(K)
N,M(
ρ
N
, . . . , ρ
N
,m, 1) =
∞∑
n=0
∞∑
`=0
2n−11 e
2piit ` sN,M(n,K, `;m) , ∀K > 0 , (5.41)
with all the relevant information encoded in the coefficients sN,M(n,K, `;m) which have a
finite Laurent series expansion in Qm with purely numerical coefficients. Examples for low
values of all the involved parameters are tabulated in appendix A.1.
Comparing these explicit results, we observe the remarkable pattern
sM,N(n,K, `;m) = MN s1,1(n,K, `;m) , (5.42)
Assuming that this pattern holds for generic M,N, n,K, ` ∈ N (with K > 0) means that,
in the limit (3.15) and the NS-limit, the BPS free energies for configurations with generic
numbers of M5- and M2-branes can be fully reconstructed from the configuration with a
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single M5- and a single M2-brane. Indeed, inserting this pattern into (5.41) we have
Σ˜
(K)
N,M(
ρ
N
, . . . , ρ
N
,m, 1) = NM Σ˜
(K)
1,1 (
ρ
N
,m, 1) , ∀K > 0 (5.43)
which upon using (3.17) leads to
lim
2→0
2 ΣN,M(
ρ
N
, . . . , ρ
N
, τ
M
, . . . , τ
M
,m, 1,2) = Σ˜
(0)
N,M(
ρ
N
,m, 1) +NM
∞∑
K=1
e
2piiτK
M Σ˜
(K)
1,1 (
ρ
N
,m, 1)
= NM lim
2→0
2 Σ1,1(
ρ
N
, τ
M
,m, 1,2) . (5.44)
Here, for the term Σ˜
(0)
N,M we have used the definition (3.10) together with
Qa,a+b
∣∣
t1=t2=...=tN
= Q
b
N
ρ , ∀0 ≤ a, b ≤ N , (5.45)
which is independent of a, such that at the point (3.15)
(WN(∅; ρN , ρN , . . . , ρN ,m, 1,2))M
= f(ρ)
∏
i,j,k
N∏
b=1
1−Q
N(k−1)+b
N
ρ Q−1m t
i− 1
2 qj−
1
2
1−Q
N(k−1)+b
N
ρ ti−1qj
1−Q
N(k−1)+b−1
N
ρ Qm t
i− 1
2 qj−
1
2
1−Q
N(k−1)+b
N
ρ tiqj−1
MN .
(5.46)
Here f(ρ) is a term independent of 2 which does not contribute in the NS-limit of the free
energy, such that
Σ˜
(0)
N,M(
ρ
N
,m, 1) = NM Σ˜
(0)
1,1(
ρ
N
,m, 1) . (5.47)
Relation (5.44) therefore is indeed a direct relation between the free energies for generic
(N,M) and (1, 1). This property generalizes the self-similarity we already observed to arbi-
trary M > 1.
From the point of view of little string theory, relation (5.44) implies that the partition
function is self-dual under T-duality for the particular choice (3.15). Indeed, since
s1,1(n,K, `;m) = s1,1(n, `,K;m) , ∀n,K, ` ∈ N with K` 6= 0 , (5.48)
due to the exchange symmetry of ρ and τ for M = N , (5.42) implies that
sM,N(n,K, `;m) = sM,N(n, `,K;m) , ∀n,K, ` ∈ N with K` 6= 0 , (5.49)
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even for M 6= N . In fact, (5.48) (which is a consequence of fiber-base duality from the
geometric perspective), is a particular realisation of a more general pattern emerging in the
examples of appendix A.1.1. Indeed, for K1`1 6= 0 6= K2`2 we observe
s1,1(n,K1, `1;m) = s1,1(n,K2, `2;m) ⇐⇒ K1`1 = K2`2 , ∀n ∈ Z , (5.50)
which through (5.42) also appears for generic (N,M). As discussed in section 5.1.4, this
generalises the Hecke structure found in [13] for non-compact free energies (i.e. for which
the x6-direction is decompactified).
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we studied a class of little string theories with 8 supercharges which can be
realized through systems of M parallel M5-branes probing a transverse AN−1 singularity or
N M5-branes probing an AM−1 singularity. These two descriptions are dual to each other.
Furthermore, through a chain of dualities, the above brane configurations can be related
to a class of toric, non-compact Calabi-Yau threefolds XN,M . The little string partition
functions are then captured by the topological partition function ZXN,M of XN,M , which was
computed in [11] for generic (N,M) using different methods. Using the M-string worldsheet
description, we observe that ZXN,M potentially factorises in the NS-limit, however, at the
same time becomes divergent. In order to regularise these divergences, we considered the free
energies ΣN,M(t,T,m, 1,2) in the particular point (3.15), which we motivated by different
physical considerations [12]. Through explicit computations, we observe that the NS-limit
of ΣN,M(
ρ
N
, . . . , ρ
N
, τ
M
, . . . , τ
M
,m, 1,2) for generic N,M ∈ N is identical (up to a prefactor
NM) to the NS-limit of Σ1,1(
ρ
N
, τ
M
,m, 1,2) (see (5.44)). From a physical point of view,
this means that the degeneracies of the BPS states for generic (N,M) can be uniquely be
reconstructed from the configuration (N,M) = (1, 1), a property which we termed self-
similarity. Moreover, since Σ1,1(
ρ
N
, τ
M
,m, 1,2) = Σ1,1(
τ
M
, ρ
N
,m, 1,2), relation (5.44) implies
that the orbifolds of the little string theories are self-dual under T-duality at (3.15). Finally,
we observe a generalisation of a recursive structure, which was first established in [12] for the
free energies of non-compact M-string configurations. This structure is explained by the fact
that Σ1,1(
ρ
N
, τ
M
,m, 1,2) is related to the (regularised) elliptic genus of C2.
In this work we have focused on ZM orbifolds of little string theories of AN−1 type with
8 supercharges. It would be very interesting to generalise this discussion to orbifolding little
string theories of type G by a generic group H. One question is to understand whether
there are any regions in the moduli space of such theories in which the partition function
displays similar symmetry properties as we discussed in this paper. Finally, it would also be
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very interesting to analyse symmetries of the partition functions of little string theories with
N = (1, 0) symmetry that correspond to M5-branes probing a transverse space that is not
an orbifold (but is different from R4).
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A Free Energies
In this appendix we provide explicit expressions for the expansion coefficients of the free
energies Σ˜
(K)
N,M and G˜
(R)
N,M . These will act as very non-trivial checks for the conjecture made
in section 5 that at the particular point (3.15), the free energies for (N,M) ≥ (1, 1) can be
uniquely constructed from the case M = 1 = N .
A.1 Vertical Description
We first consider the expansion coefficients sN,M(n,K, `;m) in the vertical description, as
defined in (5.41). To save writing, we will suppress the dependence on the remaining param-
eter Qm in the following. With this notation, we can tabulate a few of the sN,M(K,n, `) for
different values of M and N .
A.1.1 Expansion Coefficients for M = 1 and N = 1
As a reference, we first provide the coefficients for the case M = 1 = N . The coefficients of
later computations will be compared to these expressions.
For n = 0 we have for the first few coefficients
s1,1(0, 1, 0) = 2− 1
Qm
−Qm ,
s1,1(0, 1, 1) = 2Q
2
m +
2
Q2m
− 8Qm − 8
Qm
+ 12 ,
s1,1(0, 1, 2) = −Q3m −
1
Q3m
+ 12Q2m +
12
Q2m
− 39Qm − 39
Qm
+ 56 ,
s1,1(0, 1, 3) = −8Q3m −
8
Q3m
+ 56Q2m +
56
Q2m
− 152Qm − 152
Qm
+ 208 ,
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s1,1(0, 1, 4) = 2Q
4
m +
2
Q4m
− 39Q3m −
39
Q3m
+ 208Q2m +
208
Q2m
− 513Qm − 513
Qm
+ 684 ,
s1,1(0, 1, 5) = 12Q
4
m +
12
Q4m
− 152Q3m −
152
Q3m
+ 684Q2m +
684
Q2m
− 1560Qm − 1560
Qm
+ 2032 ,
s1,1(0, 1, 6) = −Q5m −
1
Q5m
+ 56Q4m +
56
Q4m
− 513Q3m −
513
Q3m
+ 2032Q2m +
2032
Q2m
− 4382Qm
− 4382
Qm
+ 5616 ,
s1,1(0, 1, 7) = −8Q5m −
8
Q5m
+ 208Q4m +
208
Q4m
− 1560Q3m −
1560
Q3m
+ 5616Q2m +
5616
Q2m
− 11552Qm
− 11552
Qm
+ 14592 ,
s1,1(0, 1, 8) = −39Q5m −
39
Q5m
+ 684Q4m +
684
Q4m
− 4382Q3m −
4382
Q3m
+ 14592Q2m +
14592
Q2m
− 28899Qm
− 28899
Qm
+ 36088 ,
s1,1(0, 1, 9) = 2Q
6
m +
2
Q6m
− 152Q5m −
152
Q5m
+ 2032Q4m +
2032
Q4m
− 11552Q3m −
11552
Q3m
+ 36088Q2m +
36088
Q2m
− 69168Qm − 69168
Qm
+ 85500 ,
s1,1(0, 2, 0) = 2− 1
Qm
−Qm ,
s1,1(0, 2, 1) = −Q3m −
1
Q3m
+ 12Q2m +
12
Q2m
− 39Qm − 39
Qm
+ 56 ,
s1,1(0, 2, 2) = 2Q
4
m +
2
Q4m
− 39Q3m −
39
Q3m
+ 208Q2m +
208
Q2m
− 513Qm − 513
Qm
+ 684 ,
s1,1(0, 2, 3) = −Q5m −
1
Q5m
+ 56Q4m +
56
Q4m
− 513Q3m −
513
Q3m
+ 2032Q2m +
2032
Q2m
− 4382Qm
− 4382
Qm
+ 5616 ,
s1,1(0, 2, 4) = −39Q5m −
39
Q5m
+ 684Q4m +
684
Q4m
− 4382Q3m −
4382
Q3m
+ 14592Q2m +
14592
Q2m
− 28899Qm − 28899
Qm
+ 36088 ,
s1,1(1, 3, 0) = 2− 1
Qm
−Qm ,
s1,1(1, 3, 1) = −8Q3m −
8
Q3m
+ 56Q2m +
56
Q2m
− 152Qm − 152
Qm
+ 208 ,
s1,1(1, 3, 2) = −Q5m −
1
Q5m
+ 56Q4m +
56
Q4m
− 513Q3m −
513
Q3m
+ 2032Q2m +
2032
Q2m
− 4382Qm
− 4382
Qm
+ 5616 ,
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s1,1(1, 3, 3) = 2Q
6
m +
2
Q6m
− 152Q5m −
152
Q5m
+ 2032Q4m +
2032
Q4m
− 11552Q3m −
11552
Q3m
+ 36088Q2m +
36088
Q2m
− 69168Qm − 69168
Qm
+ 85500 ,
s1,1(1, 3, 4) = −Q7m −
1
Q7m
+ 208Q6m +
208
Q6m
− 4382Q5m −
4382
Q5m
+ 36088Q4m +
36088
Q4m
− 159372Q3m −
159372
Q3m
+ 431984Q2m +
431984
Q2m
− 768885Qm − 768885
Qm
+ 928720 .
(A.1)
For n = 1 we have explicitly
s1,1(1, 1, 0) =
1
24
(
Qm +
1
Qm
+ 4
)
,
s1,1(1, 1, 1) =
1
24
(
4Q2m +
4
Q2m
− 40Qm − 40
Qm
+ 72
)
,
s1,1(1, 1, 2) =
1
24
(
Q3m +
1
Q3m
+ 72Q2m +
72
Q2m
− 369Qm − 369
Qm
+ 592
)
,
s1,1(1, 1, 3) =
1
24
(
−40Q3m −
40
Q3m
+ 592Q2m +
592
Q2m
− 2104Qm − 2104
Qm
+ 3104
)
,
s1,1(1, 1, 4) =
1
24
(
4Q4m +
4
Q4m
− 369Q3m −
369
Q3m
+ 3104Q2m +
3104
Q2m
− 9327Qm − 9327
Qm
+ 13176
)
,
s1,1(1, 1, 5) =
1
24
(
72Q4m +
72
Q4m
− 2104Q3m −
2104
Q3m
+ 13176Q2m +
13176
Q2m
− 35064Qm − 35064
Qm
+ 47840
)
,
s1,1(1, 1, 6) =
1
24
(
Q5m +
1
Q5m
+ 592Q4m +
592
Q4m
− 9327Q3m −
9327
Q3m
+ 47840Q2m +
47840
Q2m
− 117202Qm
− 117202
Qm
+ 156192
)
,
s1,1(1, 1, 7) =
1
24
(
− 40Q5m −
40
Q5m
+ 3104Q4m +
3104
Q4m
− 35064Q3m −
35064
Q3m
+ 156192Q2m +
156192
Q2m
− 358048Qm − 358048
Qm
+ 467712
)
,
s1,1(1, 1, 8) =
1
24
(
− 369Q5m −
369
Q5m
+ 13176Q4m +
13176
Q4m
− 117202Q3m −
117202
Q3m
+ 467712Q2m
+
467712
Q2m
− 1017981Qm − 1017981
Qm
+ 1309328
)
,
s1,1(1, 1, 9) =
1
24
(
4Q6m +
4
Q6m
− 2104Q5m −
2104
Q5m
+ 47840Q4m +
47840
Q4m
− 358048Q3m −
358048
Q3m
+ 1309328Q2m +
1309328
Q2m
− 2728176Qm − 2728176
Qm
+ 3462312
)
,
39
s1,1(1, 2, 0) =
1
24
(
Qm +
1
Qm
+ 4
)
,
s1,1(1, 2, 1) =
1
24
(
Q3m +
1
Q3m
+ 72Q2m +
72
Q2m
− 369Qm − 369
Qm
+ 592
)
,
s1,1(1, 2, 2) =
1
24
(
4Q4m +
4
Q4m
− 369Q3m −
369
Q3m
+ 3104Q2m +
3104
Q2m
− 9327Qm − 9327
Qm
+ 13176
)
,
s1,1(1, 2, 3) =
1
24
(
Q5m +
1
Q5m
+ 592Q4m +
592
Q4m
− 9327Q3m −
9327
Q3m
+ 47840Q2m +
47840
Q2m
− 117202Qm − 117202
Qm
+ 156192
)
,
s1,1(1, 2, 4) =
1
24
(
− 369Q5m −
369
Q5m
+ 13176Q4m +
13176
Q4m
− 117202Q3m −
117202
Q3m
+ 467712Q2m
+
467712
Q2m
− 1017981Qm − 1017981
Qm
+ 1309328
)
,
s1,1(1, 3, 0) =
1
24
(
Qm +
1
Qm
+ 4
)
,
s1,1(1, 3, 1) =
1
24
(
−40Q3m −
40
Q3m
+ 592Q2m +
592
Q2m
− 2104Qm − 2104
Qm
+ 3104
)
,
s1,1(1, 3, 2) =
1
24
(
Q5m +
1
Q5m
+ 592Q4m +
592
Q4m
− 9327Q3m −
9327
Q3m
+ 47840Q2m +
47840
Q2m
− 117202Qm − 117202
Qm
+ 156192
)
,
s1,1(1, 3, 3) =
1
24
(
4Q6m +
4
Q6m
− 2104Q5m −
2104
Q5m
+ 47840Q4m +
47840
Q4m
− 358048Q3m −
358048
Q3m
+ 1309328Q2m +
1309328
Q2m
− 2728176Qm − 2728176
Qm
+ 3462312
)
, (A.2)
A.1.2 Expansion Coefficients for M = 2 and N = 1
For n = 0 we have for the first few coefficients
s1,2(0, 1, 0) = 2
(
2− 1
Qm
−Qm
)
,
s1,2(0, 1, 1) = 2
(
2Q2m +
2
Q2m
− 8Qm − 8
Qm
+ 12
)
,
s1,2(0, 1, 2) = 2
(
−Q3m −
1
Q3m
+ 12Q2m +
12
Q2m
− 39Qm − 39
Qm
+ 56
)
,
s1,2(0, 2, 0) = 2
(
2− 1
Qm
−Qm
)
,
40
s1,2(0, 2, 1) = 2
(
−Q3m −
1
Q3m
+ 12Q2m +
12
Q2m
− 39Qm − 39
Qm
+ 56
)
,
s1,2(0, 2, 2) = 2
(
2Q4m +
2
Q4m
− 39Q3m −
39
Q3m
+ 208Q2m +
208
Q2m
− 513Qm − 513
Qm
+ 684
)
.
(A.3)
For the next-to-leading term in 1 (i.e. n = 1) we have
s1,2(1, 1, 0) =
1
12
(
Qm +
1
Qm
+ 4
)
,
s1,2(1, 1, 1) =
1
12
(
4Q2m +
4
Q2m
− 40Qm − 40
Qm
+ 72
)
,
s1,2(1, 1, 2) =
1
12
(
Q3m +
1
Q3m
+ 72Q2m +
72
Q2m
− 369Qm − 369
Qm
+ 592
)
,
s1,2(1, 2, 0) =
1
12
(
Qm +
1
Qm
+ 4
)
,
s1,2(1, 2, 1) =
1
12
(
Q3m +
1
Q3m
+ 72Q2m +
72
Q2m
− 369Qm − 369
Qm
+ 592
)
,
s1,2(1, 2, 2) =
1
12
(
4Q4m +
4
Q4m
− 369Q3m −
369
Q3m
+ 3104Q2m +
3104
Q2m
− 9327Qm − 9327
Qm
+ 13176
)
.
(A.4)
A.1.3 Expansion Coefficients for M = 2 and N = 2
For n = 0 we have for the first few coefficients
s2,2(0, 1, 0) = 4
(
2− 1
Qm
−Qm
)
,
s2,2(0, 1, 1) = 4
(
2Q2m +
2
Q2m
− 8Qm − 8
Qm
+ 12
)
,
s2,2(0, 1, 2) = 4
(
−Q3m −
1
Q3m
+ 12Q2m +
12
Q2m
− 39Qm − 39
Qm
+ 56
)
,
s2,2(0, 2, 0) = 4
(
2− 1
Qm
−Qm
)
,
s2,2(0, 2, 1) = 4
(
−Q3m −
1
Q3m
+ 12Q2m +
12
Q2m
− 39Qm − 39
Qm
+ 56
)
,
s2,2(0, 2, 2) = 4
(
2Q4m +
2
Q4m
− 39Q3m −
39
Q3m
+ 208Q2m +
208
Q2m
− 513Qm − 513
Qm
+ 684
)
.
(A.5)
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For n = 1 we have explicitly
s2,2(1, 1, 0) =
1
6
(
Qm +
1
Qm
+ 4
)
,
s2,2(1, 1, 1) =
1
6
(
4Q2m +
4
Q2m
− 40Qm − 40
Qm
+ 72
)
,
s2,2(1, 1, 2) =
1
6
(
Q3m +
1
Q3m
+ 72Q2m +
72
Q2m
− 369Qm − 369
Qm
+ 592
)
,
s2,2(1, 2, 0) =
1
6
(
Qm +
1
Qm
+ 4
)
,
s2,2(1, 2, 1) =
1
6
(
Q3m +
1
Q3m
+ 72Q2m +
72
Q2m
− 369Qm − 369
Qm
+ 592
)
,
s2,2(1, 2, 2) =
1
6
(
4Q4m +
4
Q4m
− 369Q3m −
369
Q3m
+ 3104Q2m +
3104
Q2m
− 9327Qm − 9327
Qm
+ 13176
)
.
(A.6)
A.1.4 Expansion Coefficients for M = 2 and N = 3
For n = 0 we have for the first few coefficients
s3,2(0, 1, 0) = 6
(
2− 1
Qm
−Qm
)
,
s3,2(0, 1, 1) = 6
(
2Q2m +
2
Q2m
− 8Qm − 8
Qm
+ 12
)
,
s3,2(0, 1, 2) = 6
(
−Q3m −
1
Q3m
+ 12Q2m +
12
Q2m
− 39Qm − 39
Qm
+ 56
)
,
s3,2(0, 2, 0) = 6
(
2− 1
Qm
−Qm
)
,
s3,2(0, 2, 1) = 6
(
−Q3m −
1
Q3m
+ 12Q2m +
12
Q2m
− 39Qm − 39
Qm
+ 56
)
,
s3,2(0, 2, 2) = 6
(
2Q4m +
2
Q4m
− 39Q3m −
39
Q3m
+ 208Q2m +
208
Q2m
− 513Qm − 513
Qm
+ 684
)
.
(A.7)
A.1.5 Expansion Coefficients for M = 3 and N = 3
For n = 0 we have for the first few coefficients
s3,3(0, 1, 0) = 9
(
2− 1
Qm
−Qm
)
,
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s3,3(0, 1, 1) = 9
(
2Q2m +
2
Q2m
− 8Qm − 8
Qm
+ 12
)
,
s3,3(0, 1, 2) = 9
(
−Q3m −
1
Q3m
+ 12Q2m +
12
Q2m
− 39Qm − 39
Qm
+ 56
)
,
s3,3(0, 2, 0) = 9
(
2− 1
Qm
−Qm
)
,
s3,3(0, 2, 1) = 9
(
−Q3m −
1
Q3m
+ 12Q2m +
12
Q2m
− 39Qm − 39
Qm
+ 56
)
,
s3,3(0, 2, 2) = 9
(
2Q4m +
2
Q4m
− 39Q3m −
39
Q3m
+ 208Q2m +
208
Q2m
− 513Qm − 513
Qm
+ 684
)
.
(A.8)
For n = 1 we have explicitly
s3,3(1, 1, 0) =
3
8
(
Qm +
1
Qm
+ 4
)
,
s3,3(1, 1, 1) =
3
8
(
4Q2m +
4
Q2m
− 40Qm − 40
Qm
+ 72
)
,
s3,3(1, 1, 2) =
3
8
(
Q3m +
1
Q3m
+ 72Q2m +
72
Q2m
− 369Qm − 369
Qm
+ 592
)
,
s3,3(1, 2, 0) =
3
8
(
Qm +
1
Qm
+ 4
)
,
s3,3(1, 2, 1) =
3
8
(
Q3m +
1
Q3m
+ 72Q2m +
72
Q2m
− 369Qm − 369
Qm
+ 592
)
,
s3,3(1, 2, 2) =
3
8
(
4Q4m +
4
Q4m
− 369Q3m −
369
Q3m
+ 3104Q2m +
3104
Q2m
− 9327Qm − 9327
Qm
+ 13176
)
.
(A.9)
A.2 Non-Compact Free Energies
By direct computation, we find for the first few expansion coefficients f
({ki})
n (τ,m) in equation
(5.2) the following expressions
f
(1)
0 =
ϕ−2,1
4
, f
(1)
1 =
1
2× 24 [ϕ0,1 − E2ϕ−2,1] , (A.10)
f
(1)
2 =
1
10× 242
[
10E2ϕ0,1 − ϕ−2,1
(
5E2
2 + 13E4
)]
, (A.11)
where ϕ−2,1(τ,m) and ϕ0,1(τ,m) are the standard Jacobi forms of weight −2 and 0 respec-
tively and index 1 and E2k(τ) (for k ∈ N) are the weight 2k Eisenstein series. For the explicit
definitions we refer the reader to [49]. Using a similar notation, we can also tabulate the
43
expressions for ({ki}) = (1, 1)
f
(1,1)
0 =
1
48
ϕ−2,1 (E2ϕ−2,1 + ϕ0,1) ,
f
(1,1)
1 =
1
576
((
E4 − 2E22
)
ϕ2−2,1 + ϕ
2
0,1
)
,
f
(1,1)
2 =
1
34560
[(−10E23 − 3E4E2 + 4E6)ϕ2−2,1 + 2 (5E22 − 7E4)ϕ0,1ϕ−2,1 + 5E2ϕ20,1] ,
(A.12)
as well as ({ki}) = (2)
f
(2)
0 = −
1
24
(E2 − E2(2τ))ϕ2−2,1 ,
f
(2)
1 =
ϕ−2,1
2880
[(
15E2
2 − 20E2(2τ)2 + 33E4 − 28E4(2τ)
)
ϕ−2,1 − 20 (E2 − E2(2τ))ϕ0,1
]
,
f
(2)
2 =
1
725760
[ (
280E2
3 + 1659E4E2 − 560E2(2τ)3 − 2352E2(2τ)E4(2τ) + 3149E6 − 2176E6(2τ)
)
ϕ2−2,1
− 42 (15E22 − 20E2(2τ)2 + 33E4 − 28E4(2τ))ϕ0,1ϕ−2,1 + 210 (E2 − E2(2τ))ϕ20,1]
(A.13)
For ({ki}) = (1, 1, 1) we have
f
(1,1,1)
0 =
φ−2,1
576
(E2(1)φ−2,1 + φ0,1) 2 ,
f
(1,1,1)
1 =
1
6912
(E2(1)φ−2,1 + φ0,1)
((
2E4(1)− 3E2(1)2
)
φ2−2,1 + φ
2
0,1
)
. (A.14)
along with For ({ki}) = (2, 1)
f
(2,1)
0 = −
1
384
(
E2(1)
2 − E4(1)
)
φ3−2,1
f
(2,1)
1 =
φ2−2,1
4608
[(
3E2(1)
3 + 5E4(1)E2(1)− 8E6(1)
)
φ−2,1 − 3
(
E2(1)
2 − E4(1)
)
φ0,1
]
(A.15)
and ({ki}) = (3)
f
(3)
0 =
φ2−2,1
5760
[(
20E2(1)
2 + 7E4(1)− 27E4(3)
)
φ−2,1 − 30 (E2(1)− E2(3))φ0,1
]
,
f
(3)
1 = −
φ−2,1
483840
[
− 189 (5E2(1)2 − 5E2(3)2 + 9E4(1)− 9E4(3))φ0,1φ−2,1 + 420 (E2(1)− E2(3))φ20,1
+
(
420E2(1)
3 + 7 (281E4(1) + 513E4(3))E2(1)− 12474E2(3)E4(3) + 1312E6(1) + 5184E6(3)
)
φ2−2,1
]
(A.16)
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where we remind the reader of our notation E2k = E2k(τ).
For concreteness, we also list the first few Fourier coefficients in the expansion of T (R)(τ,m, 1),
as defined in (5.6). Indeed, for R = 1 we have
t
(1)
0 =
1
4
[
2−Qm − 1
Qm
+ q
(
2Q2m +
2
Q2m
− 8Qm − 8
Qm
+ 12
)
+ q2
(
−Q3m −
1
Q3m
+ 12Q2m +
12
Q2m
− 39Qm − 39
Qm
+ 56
)
+ . . .
]
,
t
(1)
1 =
1
24
[
4 +Qm +
1
Qm
+ q
(
4Q2m +
4
Q2m
− 40Qm − 40
Qm
+ 72
)
+ q2
(
Q3m +
1
Q3m
+ 72Q2m +
72
Q2m
− 369Qm − 369
Qm
+ 592
)
+ . . .
]
,
t
(1)
2 =
1
1440
[
16 + 7Qm +
7
Qm
+ q
(
16Q2m +
16
Q2m
+ 536Qm +
536
Qm
− 1824
)
+ q2
(
7Q3m +
7
Q3m
− 1824Q2m −
1824
Q2m
+ 15873Qm +
15873
Qm
− 30272
)
+ . . .
]
(A.17)
while for R = 2 we obtain
t
(2)
0 =
1
4
[
2−Qm − 1
Qm
+ q
(
−Q3m −
1
Q3m
+ 12Q2m +
12
Q2m
− 39Qm − 39
Qm
+ 56
)
+ q2
(
2Q4m +
2
Q4m
− 39Q3m −
39
Q3m
+ 208Q2m +
208
Q2m
− 513Qm − 513
Qm
+ 684
)
+ . . .
]
,
t
(2)
1 =
1
24
[
4 +Qm +
1
Qm
+ q
(
Q3m +
1
Q3m
+ 72Q2m +
72
Q2m
− 369Qm − 369
Qm
+ 592
)
+ q2
(
4Q4m +
4
Q4m
− 369Q3m −
369
Q3m
+ 3104Q2m +
3104
Q2m
− 9327Qm − 9327
Qm
+ 13176
)
+ . . .
]
,
t
(2)
2 =
1
1440
[
16 + 7Qm +
7
Qm
+ q
(
7Q3m +
7
Q3m
− 1824Q2m −
1824
Q2m
+ 15873Qm +
15873
Qm
− 30272
)
+ q2
(
16Q4m +
16
Q4m
+ 15873Q3m +
15873
Q3m
− 244096Q2m −
244096
Q2m
+ 925671Qm +
925671
Qm
− 1399968
)
+ . . .
]
, (A.18)
Finally, the first few terms for the case R = 3 read
t
(3)
0 =
1
4
[
2−Qm − 1
Qm
+ q
(
−8Q3m −
8
Q3m
+ 56Q2m +
56
Q2m
− 152Qm − 152
Qm
+ 208
)
+ q2
(
−Q5m −
1
Q5m
+ 56Q4m +
56
Q4m
− 513Q3m −
513
Q3m
+ 2032Q2m +
2032
Q2m
45
− 4382Qm − 4382
Qm
+ 5616
)
+ . . .
]
,
t
(3)
1 =
1
24
[
4 +Qm +
1
Qm
+ q
(
−40Q3m −
40
Q3m
+ 592Q2m +
592
Q2m
− 2104Qm − 2104
Qm
+ 3104
)
+ q2
(
Q5m +
1
Q5m
+ 592Q4m +
592
Q4m
− 9327Q3m −
9327
Q3m
+ 47840Q2m +
47840
Q2m
− 117202Qm − 117202
Qm
+ 156192
)
+ . . .
]
. (A.19)
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